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Abstrat
A Finsler spae is said to have reversible geodesis if for every one of its oriented
geodesi paths, the same path traversed in the opposite sense is also a geodesi.
The onditions for a Randers spae to have reversible geodesis are obtained; this
leads to a new simple proof of a well-known theorem giving neessary and suÆient
onditions for a Randers spae to be Berwald.
A geodesi in a Finsler spae (where the Finsler funtion is positively homogeneous)
should be thought of as an oriented path, that is, an imbedded one-dimensional sub-
manifold with a sense of diretion, or an equivalene lass of urves determined up to
reparametrization with positive derivative. There is in general no reason why a path
whih oinides with a geodesi as a point set but is traversed in the opposite diretion
should be a geodesi. If a Finsler spae has the property that all of its geodesis remain
geodesis when their orientation is reversed I shall say that the spae has reversible
geodesis. If the spae is suh that when t 7! x
i
(t) is a geodesi with onstant Finslerian
speed then t 7! x
i
( t) is also a geodesi with onstant Finslerian speed then I shall say
that the spae has stritly reversible geodesis.
A Riemannian spae has stritly reversible geodesis, and so more generally has a Finsler
spae whose Finsler funtion is absolutely homogeneous. However, these examples do
not by any means exhaust the possibilities for Finsler spaes with reversible geodesis.
Consider a Randers spae, with Finsler funtion
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+  =
q
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b
i
b
j
< 1. If b
jji
= b
ijj
, where the b
ijj
are the omponents of the ovariant
dierential of b
i
with respet to the Levi-Civita onnetion of the Riemannian metri a
ij
,
then the Randers spae has reversible geodesis (it is a Douglas spae, and its geodesis,
as paths, oinide with the geodesis of the Riemannian metri); if b
ijj
= 0 then its
geodesis are stritly reversible (it is a Berwald spae, and its geodesis with onstant
1
Finslerian speed oinide wth the aÆnely parametrized geodesis of the Riemannian
metri). In fat the equation for geodesis with onstant Finslerian speed is [1℄
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where  
i
jk
are the Riemannian onnetion oeÆients; it is lear that if b
jji
= b
ijj
then
the Finslerian geodesis are projetively equivalent to the Riemannian ones, while if
b
ijj
= 0 they are idential. One aim of this note is to prove the onverse, namely that if
a Randers spae has reversible geodesis then b
jji
= b
ijj
, and if it has stritly reversible
geodesis then b
ijj
= 0. These results generalize in some small way the well-known result
that the vanishing of b
ijj
is the neessary and suÆient ondition for a Randers spae
to be Berwald, and enable one to view that result from a new perspetive, as well as
providing a simple proof of it, dierent from the one in [3℄, that requires pratially
no alulation (whih annot be said of the derivation of the expliit geodesi spray
oeÆients of a Randers spae quoted above).
I shall disuss the reversibility of geodesis in some generality. In fat the denitions of
reversibility and orresponding onditions an be formulated for any spray. Consider a
spray
  = y
i

x
i
+G
i
(x; y)

y
i
where the G
i
are positively homogeneous of degree 2 in the y
i
. A urve t 7! x
i
(t) is a
base integral urve of the spray if and only if it satises the equations x
i
= G
i
(x; _x). The
urve t 7! x
i
( t) is a base integral urve, up to reparametrization, if for some funtion
'(t), x
i
= G
i
(x;  _x) + ' _x
i
. Thus the spray is reversible, in the sense that the paths
dened by its base integral urves remain so when their orientation is reversed, if and
only if
G
i
(x; y) = G
i
(x; y) + (x; y)y
i
for all y
i
6= 0, for some funtion , whih must learly be absolutely homogeneous of
degree 1 in y
i
. The spray is stritly reversible if  = 0.
We an express the ondition for reversibility in a rather more elegant form, as follows.
Denote by  the `reetion map' (x; y) 7! (x; y), and for any spray   set

  =  

 .
Then

  = y
i

x
i
+G
i
(x; y)

y
i
;
so it is natural to all

  the reverse of  . Then   is reversible if and only if it is
projetively equivalent to its reverse, and stritly reversible if and only if the two are
equal.
The onept of reversibility is a projetive one; that is to say, if a spray is reversible
so are all sprays projetively equivalent to it. In fat a spray is reversible if and only
if its projetive equivalene lass is invariant under the map whih takes a spray to its
reverse.
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Sine we have to deal with projetively equivalent sprays, the following simple obser-
vations about the geodesi sprays of Finsler spaes will prove very useful. Let F be a
Finsler funtion | by assumption, positively homogeneous, and strongly onvex, so that
its fundamental tensor g
ij
is positive-denite; then a spray   belongs to the projetive
equivalene lass of geodesi sprays of F if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equation with
Lagrangian F ,
 

F
y
i

 
F
x
i
= 0;
is satised. The geodesi spray   with onstant Finslerian speed is singled out from
amongst all those satisifying the Euler-Lagrange equation by the additional ondition
that  (F ) = 0. I shall speak of `a geodesi spray' when I mean any spray of the projetive
lass of solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation for F , and `the geodesi spray' when I
mean the one with onstant Finslerian speed. With this hoie, if
~
  is any projetively
equivalent spray, so that
~
  =   +  where  is the Liouville vetor eld and  is
homogeneous of degree 1 in y
i
, then
~
 (F ) =  (F ) + (F ) = F;
so we have an expliit expression for , namely
 =
~
 (F )
F
:
(Though it may not be immediately obvious, these results are essentially equivalent to
those given by Shen in [5℄, Theorem 12.2.6. See also [6℄ for an intrinsi formulation of
this and equivalent onditions, originally due to Rapsak [4℄.)
It follows that a Finsler spae has reversible geodesis if and only if

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where

  is the reverse of a geodesi spray  ; it will be enough to hek reversibility when
  is the geodesi spray. Furthermore, the geodesis are stritly reversible if and only if,
in addition,

 (F ) = 0.
Now if F is any Finsler funtion, and

F is dened by

F (x; y) = F (x; y) then

F is
also a Finsler funtion; it is ertainly positively homogeneous in y
i
, and its fundamental
tensor g
ij
is given by g
ij
(x; y) = g
ij
(x; y) (where g
ij
is the fundamental tensor of F ),
so g
ij
, like g
ij
, is everywhere positive denite. The geodesi spray

  of

F is just the
reverse of the geodesi spray of F .
We an now apply these observations to a Randers spae, with
F = +  =
q
a
ij
y
i
y
j
+ b
i
y
i
;
to show that the neessary and suÆient ondition for the spae to have reversible
geodesis is that b
kjj
= b
jjk
, and stritly reversible geodesis that b
jjk
= 0. Of ourse,
another way of saying that b
kjj
= b
jjk
is that the 1-form b = b
i
dx
i
is losed. Given
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that b is losed, another way of saying that b
jjk
= 0 is that the funtion  = b
i
y
i
is a
rst integral of the geodesi ow of the Riemannian metri a
ij
. So we may equivalently
say that the neessary and suÆient ondition for the Randers spae to have reversible
geodesis is that b is losed, and the neessary and suÆient ondition for its geodesis to
be stritly reversible is that b is losed and  = b
i
y
i
is a rst integral of the Riemannian
geodesi ow.
These results about reversibility of geodesis in a Randers spae are in fat partiular
ases (though probably the most interesting ones) of more general, but similar, results
onerning Randers hanges. Let F
0
be a Finsler funtion, and b = b
i
dx
i
a 1-form on
the base manifold suh that
sup
F
0
(y)=1
jb
i
y
i
j < 1;
then F (x; y) = F
0
(x; y) + b
i
(x)y
i
is again a Finsler funtion, and the proess of trans-
forming F
0
to F is alled a Randers hange (see, for example, [5℄ and [6℄). Suppose that
F
0
is absolutely homogeneous; then the neessary and suÆient ondition for F to have
reversible geodesis is that b is losed, and the neessary and suÆient ondition for the
geodesis to be stritly reversible is that b is losed and  = b
i
y
i
is a rst integral of the
geodesi ow of F
0
. I shall devote the rest of this note to proving these assertions.
The neessary and suÆient ondition for F to have reversible geodesis is that
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where

  is the reverse of  , the geodesi spray of F ; moreover,

  is the geodesi spray
of

F . The neessary and suÆient ondition for F to have stritly reversible geodesis
is that, in addition,

 (F ) = 0. Now F = F
0
+  where F
0
is absolutely homogeneous.
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It follows that if F is obtained by a Randers hange from an absolutely homogeneous
Finsler funtion then it is geodesially reversible if and only the 1-form dening the
Randers hange is losed.
Notie that for any spray
~
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So for the geodesi spray  
0
of the `referene' Finsler funtion F
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from whih it follows that the losure of b is also the neessary and suÆient ondition
for  
0
to be projetively equivalent to  ; if b is losed we have   =  
0
   with
 =  
0
(F )=F =  
0
()=(F
0
+ ), and similarly

  =  
0
   with  =   
0
()=(F
0
  ).
Thus given that b is losed, the ondition for F to have stritly reversible geodesis, so
that   =

 , is that  
0
()=(F
0
+ ) =   
0
()=(F
0
  ), or  
0
() = 0.
In fat, when b is losed the geodesi sprays of both F and

F are projetively equivalent
to the (stritly reversible) geodesi spray of F
0
; and when  
0
() = 0 the two geodesi
sprays oinide with the geodesi spray of F
0
. (Projetive equivalene under a Randers
hange is disussed in [5℄ and [6℄. The ondition on b was originally found by Hashiguhi
and Ihijyo [2℄.)
The neessary and suÆient onditions for a Randers spae to be Douglas or Berwald are
simple orollaries of the results just obtained. Those results apply of ourse to a Randers
spae, with F
0
the Riemannian Finsler funtion. If a Randers spae is a Douglas spae,
so that its geodesi spray is projetively equivalent to an aÆne spray, then the geodesis
of the Randers spae must be reversible, so b must be losed. If a Randers spae is
Berwald, so that its geodesi spray is aÆne, its geodesis must be stritly reversible, so
 must be a rst integral of the Riemannian geodesi ow. In eah ase, the aÆne spray
is the Riemannian geodesi spray.
Finally, I shall point out how an example of Shen's [5℄ provides a memorable illustration
of a Randers spae with non-reversible geodesis. We start with the spray   on R
2
given
by
  = u

x
+ v

y
  

v

u
  u

v

;  =
p
u
2
+ v
2
;
where now (x; y) are the base oordinates and (u; v) the bre oordinates. This spray is
manifestly non-reversible. Its base integral urves are in fat irles of onstant radius
1, traversed in the anti-lokwise sense. To see this, note rst that  (u
2
+v
2
) = 0, whih
means that _x
2
+ _y
2
is onstant on any base integral urve. For a point desribing the
irle with entre (a; b) and radius 1, with onstant speed  in the anti-lokwise sense,
we have (x  a)
2
+ (y   b)
2
= 1; _x(x  a) + _y(y   b) = 0; _x =  (y   b), _y = (x  a)
with  =
p
_x
2
+ _y
2
onstant | note that at x = a+ 1, y = b we have _x = 0, _y =  > 0
as is required for the motion to be anti-lokwise; and nally x =   _y, y =  _x, so the
irle is indeed a base integral urve of  . Consider now the funtion
F (x; y; u; v) =
p
u
2
+ v
2
+
1
2
(yu  xv) = + :
I show that   is a geodesi spray of this funtion, by alulating the Euler-Lagrange
expressions, using the fat that (due to rotational symmetry)

v

u
  u

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
() = 0;
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we easily nd that
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1
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u = 0:
Now F is a Finsler funtion on the open dis x
2
+ y
2
< 4; so we have here an example
of a Finsler funtion whose geodesis are unit irles | but always traversed in the
anti-lokwise sense.
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